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Fewer than 1% of malignant neoplasms of the breast 
and similarly less than 1% of extraskeletal 
osteosarcomas occur as primary osteosarcoma of the 
breast, making it an incredibly rare group of malignant 
tumors. Thus far, there is no standardized treatment 
plan for this rare pathology.

We introduce a case report of a 54-year-old woman 
who presented with a left breast mass, who 
subsequently underwent a left partial mastectomy and 
sentinel node biopsy with following contralateral 
reduction mammoplasty. Pathology determined the left 
breast mass to be osteosarcoma of the breast.
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Conclusion
Osteoid tissue in the breast is not indicative of breast osteosarcoma alone, since this can also occur in epithelial 
neoplasms of the breast, such as metaplastic carcinoma and fibroadenoma. These alternative diagnoses must be ruled out 
before the mass can be diagnosed as osteosarcoma. Accurate diagnosis of this condition, which only becomes clear upon 
histological examination, is crucial as unnecessary and ineffective treatments can be avoided when primary breast 
carcinomas are ruled out.

Though the case presented herein provides further information regarding molecular findings and prognosis, further 
research is needed to elucidate the pathophysiology of primary breast osteosarcoma as most previous case study reports 
have included very little imaging (limited to MRI scans) and direct reports from pathologists regarding histology.

Mammography and MRI of the left breast showed a heterogeneously
dense mass with irregular margins. The ultrasound guided needle core
biopsy from the mass showed atypical spindle cells admixed with
multinucleated osteoclast-like giant cells and hemosiderin pigments
without any bone formation on the biopsy material. Patient underwent
left breast partial mastectomy with axillary sentinel lymphadenectomy
and seed localization with unilateral plastic closure, and right breast
reduction mammoplasty for symmetry. The histologic examination of
the entire excised mass revealed foci of malignant bone production
without any evidence of epithelial differentiation or carcinoma.
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Fig.3 : H&E sections from the left breast mass biopsy shows atypical epithelioid to 
spindle cells with high-grade cytological atypia and mitotic activity and scattered 
multinucleated multinucleated giant cells and hemosiderin depositions.

Fig 2. Ultrasound showed a 1.7 x 0.9 x 1.4 cm oval, hypoechoic mass with 
irregular margins in the left upper central breast at 12:00, 3cm from the nipple. 

Fig.1: Mammography shows 14 mm heterogeneously dense mass in the left breast

Fig.4. A high magnification of H&E section from the mass show osteoid matrix 
with surrounding osteoblastic rimming (arrow) with spindle cells and epithelioid 
cells with high-grade cytological atypia and increased mitotic activities, 
consistent with osteosarcoma. 


